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Abstract

"e tracheobronchial tree is lined by a mucociliary epithelium containing millions of multi-
ciliated cells. "eir integrated oscillatory activity continuously propels an overlying pollution-
protecting mucus layer in cranial direction, leading to mucociliary clearance – the primary
defence mechanism of the airways. Mucociliary transport is commonly thought to co-emerge
with the collective ciliary motion pa#ern under appropriate geometrical and rheological condi-
tions. Proper ciliary alignment is therefore considered essential to establish mucociliary clear-
ance in the respiratory system. Here, we used volume electron microscopy in combination with
high-speed re$ection contrast microscopy in order to examine ciliary orientation and its spa-
tial organization, as well as to measure the propagation direction of metachronal waves and the
direction of mucociliary transport on bovine tracheal epithelia with reference to the tracheal
long axis (TLA). Ciliary orientation is measured in terms of the basal body orientation (BBO)
and the axonemal orientation (AO), which are commonly considered to coincide, both equiva-
lently indicating the e!ective stroke as well as the mucociliary transport direction. Our results,
however, reveal that only the AO is in line with the mucociliary transport, which was found
to run along a le%-handed helical trajectory, whereas the BBO was found to be aligned with
the TLA. Furthermore, we show that even if ciliary orientation remains consistent between ad-
jacent cells, ciliary orientation exhibits a gradual shi% within individual cells. Together with
the symplectic beating geometry, this intracellular orientational pa#ern could provide for the
propulsion of highly viscous mucus and likely constitutes a compromise between e&ciency and
robustness.

Keywords: cilia, axoneme, basal body, ciliary orientation, mucociliary transport, high-speed
video microscopy

1. Introduction

Mucociliary transport represents the most fundamental mesoscopic function of the sys-
tem under study. It is commonly thought to co-emerge with the collectively coordinated mo-
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tion pa#ern of mucus-submerged self-contained oscillating cilia through hydrodynamic and
cytoskeleton-transmi#ed elastic interactions (e.g. [1–3]). "erefore, cilia-generated $uid $ow5

represents a collective phenomenon, which arises under appropriate conditions. Besides the
rheological conditions of the prevailing $uid, the geometric properties of the ciliary alignment
are considered to specify the physical interactions among cilia [1]. "e classical picture of the
mucociliary transport mechanism comprises an array of a myriad of cilia arranged on a relaxed
hexagonal la#ice with their basal bodies roughly oriented along a common direction indicat-10

ing the ciliary e!ective stroke as well as the $ow direction (e.g. [4]). "e closely aligned cilia
neither move in a random nor in a completely synchronous fashion. Instead, adjacent cilia
move slightly phase-shi%ed, thereby forming a collectively coordinated spatio-temporal mo-
tion pa#ern, so-called metachronal waves, in order to reach an e&cient transport (e.g. [5]).
Numerous experimental observations as well as numerical simulations revealed that the prop-15

agation direction of metachronal waves widely varies depending on the species and the tissue
type under study (e.g. see [5–7]). From a general perspective, arrays of water-propelling cilia
predominantly display a highly e&cient antiplectic metachronism (wave propagation against
the e!ective stroke direction), whereas mucus-propelling cilia predominantly exhibit symplec-
tic metachronal waves (wave propagation along the e!ective stroke direction), in which cilia are20

bunched together more closely during their e!ective strokes thereby achieving higher torques
than antiplectic waves, possibly being advantageous to transport highly viscous mucus [8, 9].

It is a well-accepted idea that motile respiratory cilia need to be well aligned relative to the
longitudinal axis of the airways in order to generate a properly concerted ciliary movement
as well as a coherent mucociliary transport (e.g. [10, 11]). Studies a#empting to quantify the25

orientation of respiratory cilia usually determined the direction of the assumed ciliary beat-
ing plane or, more speci'cally, the direction of the e!ective stroke (also named power stroke).
According to the literature, the e!ective stroke direction is unambiguously de'ned and can be
inferred from two chiral ciliary structures: 1) the ciliary beating plane is assumed to be perpen-
dicular to the central pair of microtubules, and, in particular, the e!ective stroke is assumed to30

be directed from doublet 1 towards the gap between doublet 5 and 6 [12–14]. 2) "e direction
indicated by the tip of the basal foot appendage is considered to point into the direction of the
e!ective stroke (e.g. [4, 10, 14, 15]) and is sometimes also supposed to indicate the direction
of $uid $ow (e.g. [4, 16, 17]). Accordingly, the ciliary e!ective stroke direction is commonly
considered to coincide with the direction of $uid $ow. Many authors act thus on the assump-35

tion of a coincidence between the orientation of the axoneme and of the basal body, which are
both assumed to equivalently indicate the e!ective stroke direction as well as the mucociliary
transport direction.

"e importance of ciliary alignment for the establishment of proper mucociliary clearance
has been illustrated in particular by its failure. Ciliary disorientation has been proposed and40

discussed as a variant of primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) [18–21]. "ese studies speci'cally
reported on patients showing all the clinical symptoms of PCD including abnormal or absent
mucociliary clearance, while displaying normal ciliary beating frequency, normal ciliary beat-
ing pa#ern as well as normal ciliary ultrastructure, but displaying an impaired ciliary orienta-
tion as the only diagnostic 'nding indicating a disorder. In a more recent comprehensive study,45

the secondary nature of ciliary disorientation has been demonstrated [22]. "erefore, as sug-
gested in [16], the most conservative conclusion is that the importance of ciliary orientation as
an ultrastructural defect in PCD subjects remains to be fully explored. It is widely accepted that
diagnosed disorganized ciliary orientation may either be the cause for mucociliary dysfunction,
or a consequence of mucociliary anomalies. Ultimately, ciliary disorientation seems to correlate50
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with abnormal mucociliary clearance. It has very recently been shown that pathogenic variants
in growth arrest-speci'c protein 2-like 2 (GAS2L2) lead to a clinical PCD-phenotype exhibit-
ing normal axoneme structure, but uncoordinated hyperkinetic ciliary activity and impaired
ciliary orientation, which results in ine&cient mucociliary clearance [23]. "ese 'ndings thus
underline the relevance of proper ciliary orientation for e!ective mucociliary clearance. Nev-55

ertheless, ciliary disorientation in the absence of other ultrastructural defects is presently not
approved as a criterion for a positive PCD diagnosis, neither by the American "oracic Society
[24], nor by the European Respiratory Society [25].

Current research on ciliary orientation is typically focused on the identi'cation of the gov-
erning mechanisms establishing initial polarization cues and guiding the common orientation60

of cilia during development [17, 26–31]. Planar cell polarity (PCP) proteins were shown to be
asymmetrically localized in various organs and species prior to the onset of ciliary beating, and
are, therefore, suspected to establish initial directionality [29, 32, 33]. More speci'cally, basal
bodies were found to be highly disorganized (in terms of position and/or orientation) when
docking to the apical cellular surface in di!erent ciliated epithelial tissues of various species65

[27, 28, 34]. In general, the polar bias is considered to result from interactions of the actin and
microtubular cytoskeletal network with PCP components [31, 35]. "e actin and microtubular
network is furthermore considered to connect, reorient and (spatially) realign the basal bodies
[29, 30, 35]. "e onset of ciliary beating is then thought to adjust ciliary orientation by a posi-
tive feedback mechanism: hydrodynamic forces created by the collectively generated $uid $ow70

re'ne the orientation of roughly oriented young cilia in a common direction, which in turn
ampli'es $uid $ow [28, 31].

Despite various aspects highlighting the importance of ciliary orientation for mucociliary
clearance, the orientation of respiratory cilia has not yet been characterized conclusively. Most
of the above-mentioned studies aiming at investigating ciliary orientation were typically per-75

formed on a few cells derived from nasal brushings, and ciliary orientation was determined
without reference to the body axis, without considering the cell borders and without consider-
ation of the spatial alignment (i.e. the positions) of cilia. In this study, we used serial block face
scanning electron microscopy to produce three-dimensional image stacks of ciliated epithe-
lia from bovine tracheas. "is volume electron microscopic approach allowed us to track each80

single cilium along its longitudinal axis and, thanks to the visibility of the cell boundaries, to un-
equivocally assign a cellular a&liation to each individual cilium. Ciliary orientation was quan-
ti'ed in terms of the axonemal as well as the basal body orientation, in particular to examine
their commonly assumed orientational equivalence. "e preservation of the gross anatomical
information on the body’s long axis down to the electron-microscopic level allowed to deter-85

mine ciliary orientation with respect to the longitudinal axis of the trachea. "is also allowed
to relate the newly acquired structural information to the previously determined metachronal
wave propagation and mucociliary transport direction and, thus, to verify the validity of the
above-mentioned commonmorphofunctional assumptions. "e ciliary orientation data has also
been used to examine whether the mean ciliary orientation varies between neighboring cells, or90

whether ciliary orientation remains consistent across cells. Furthermore, a statistical analysis
characterizing the variation of ciliary orientation on multiple scales is presented. Finally, we
carefully scrutinized the ciliary orientation data for any systematic spatial pa#erns (within-,
between- as well as across cells).

"e present work intends to 'll the information gap regarding the spatial organization of95

ciliary orientation and to relate the structural features of ciliary orientation to mucociliary
function.
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2. Materials & Methods

2.1. Morphological Analysis

2.1.1. Sample Preparation100

"e morphological analysis was performed with mucociliary epithelium collected from the
tracheas of four freshly slaughtered, healthy adult cows. Immediately a%er slaughtering, the
tracheas were dissected free, opened longitudinally and rinsed with isotonic phosphate bu!ered
saline (PBS). In order to preserve the information on tissue orientation, i.e. the tracheal long
axis (TLA), large asymmetric trapezoidal epithelial samples (≈ 3cm×2cm) were excised from105

the tracheal wall (Fig.1). Subsequently, the tissue samples were immediately 'xed with 2.5%

Figure 1: Four procedural substeps (A,B,C,D) of the sample preparation are illustrated. A: one large trapezoidal mucous
membrane sample (≈ 3cm×2cm) was excised from each trachea. As indicated, each large trapezoidal tissue sample
comprises epithelial tissue overlying tracheal cartilages (CT) as well as annular ligaments (LA). B: from each large 'xed
trapezoidal epithelium sample, two smaller (≈ 3mm×2mm) trapezoids were then excised: one being associated with
CT-tissue and one with LA-tissue. "ese smaller trapezoidal samples are referred to as block samples in the following.
C: a%er processing the tissue according to the protocol for serial block face scanning electron microscopy, two regions
of interest on each of the block samples were imaged. D: consequently, four image stacks (2×CT and 2×LA) were
produced from each trachea. Each image stack represents a (three-dimensional) 'eld of view (FOV).

glutaraldehyde (Agar Scienti'c, Stansted, Essex, UK) in 0.1M cacodylate bu!er (Merck, Darm-
stadt, Germany), pH 7.4.

For serial block face scanning electron microscopy, two small trapezoidal samples (≈ 3mm
× 2mm), were carefully excised from one large trapezoid: one derived from a region overlying a110

cartilage ring (cartilago trachealis =̂ CT) and one associated with the adjacent annular ligament
(ligamentum anulare =̂ LA), as illustrated in Fig.1. "e tissue samples were processed according
to a speci'c protocol for serial block face scanning electron microscopy: 'rst, the tissue was
rinsed four times with 0,15M Na-cacodylate. "e last rinse was supplemented with 0.5% Tri-
ton x-100 (Octoxinol 9 (C14H22O(C2H4O)n, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland), a surfactant115

allowing for a be#er permeability of contrast agent into cilia. A%er another wash with 0,15M
Na-cacodylate, the staining agents 2% OsO4 (Osmiumtetroxid, Electron Microscopy Sciences,
Hat'eld, PA, USA) and 3% potassium ferrocyanide (C6N6FeK4, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzer-
land) in 0.15M Na-cacodylate were added. "e tissue was then rinsed with bidistilled water, and
pyrogallol (C6H6O3, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland) was added to enhance the staining of120

the membrane. "erea%er, samples were successively incubated in 2% OsO4, 1% uranyl ac-
etate (Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland) and Walton's lead aspartate (Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs,
Switzerland) [36]. Between each of the la#er steps, the tissue was rinsed with bidistilled water.
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A%er this, the tissue was dehydrated through an ascending ethanol series (20%, 50%, 70%, 90%,
and twice 100%). "e tissue was in'ltrated with Durcupan (epoxy resin, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs,125

Switzerland) with decreasing concentrations of ethanol (1:3, 1:1, 3:1, pure Durcupan). "e resin
was polymerized for 48 hours at 60◦C.

2.1.2. Preservation of the Tracheal Long Axis over Multiple Scales

Special care was taken in preserving the direction of the tissue axis throughout the process-
ing steps illustrated in Fig.1 and, therefore, over multiple scales. However, each measurement130

technique su!ers from its inherent measurement errors. Here, it is important to be aware of
the estimated accuracy of the TLA on each level. On the gross anatomical level, we estimate
that the excision and subsequent 'xation of the trapezoidal epithelium sample introduces an
error of about ǫ1 =± 5◦. "e two block samples share the same accuracy of the TLA, as the two
trapezoidal block samples’ straight vertical axes were set by a single precise cut with a blade135

(as indicated in Fig.1). We assume that this cut adds up a small error of ǫ2 =± 1 ◦, which super-
poses ǫ1 providing an estimate of ǫ1

2+ǫ2
2 for the variance of the TLA in each block sample. As

indicated by the two correspondingly colored crosshairs in Fig.1 step C, the two block samples
were separately aligned on the microscope stage, such that the images’ y-axis each matched
as accurately as possible the TLA, with the laryngeal end directed towards the image top. We140

assume that the alignment introduced a further small inaccuracy (ǫ3 =± 1◦), which 'nally pro-
vides a fairly good estimate for the variation of the TLA in the generated image stacks. Please
note that between the electron microscopic imaging of 'eld of view 1 (FOV1) and FOV2 the
block sample remained 'xed in the sample holder and, therefore, the image axes of each pair of
image stacks produced from the same block sample (LA or CT) and from the same animal are145

exactly equally oriented.

2.1.3. Image Acquisition & Analysis

"ree-dimensional (3D) ultrastructural images were produced on a <anta FEG 250 scan-
ning electron microscope (FEI, Eindhoven, "e Netherlands) equipped with a 3View2XP in-situ
ultramicrotome (Gatan, Munich, Germany) using the Digital Micrograph program (Gatan). "e150

surface of the sample blocks was imaged by back-sca#ered electron detection. A%er every im-
age acquisition, a section of 120 nm in thickness was removed from the tissue block by means of
the ultramicrotome. Repeated imaging and sectioning yielded approximately 100 serial sections
per sample block. "e blocks were sectioned from the tips of the cilia towards their rootlets.
In order to achieve an approximately orthogonal sectioning of the cilia, the cu#ing plane was155

chosen with great care in the 3view system and was oriented tangentially to the curved cellular
surface.

We 'nally acquired 16 stacks of images. Each stack was derived from a sample block vol-
ume of 12×12×12µm3 comprising about 100 sequential serial sections or ≈8192×8192×100
voxels corresponding to a voxel size of 1.5×1.5×120 nm3. Fig.2 serves as an illustration for the160

acquired 3D image data. "e panels correspond to three distinct levels on which the key struc-
tures are visible: the cell boundaries in Fig.2A, a few basal feet in Fig.2B and some axonemal
cross-sections in Fig.2C. Please note that the TLA runs along the horizontal from the le% to
the right in these images. An exemplary full 'eld of view image stack (video S1) as well as a
close-up version (video S2) are provided in the supplementary material. "e image sequences165

were processed with the IMOD so%ware package [37]. Measurements of ciliary orientation
were done in 3dmod so%ware (image display and modeling program of IMOD), a%er relative
alignment and denoising by nonlinear anisotropic di!usion [38].
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A B C

Figure 2: "e frames shown in panels A-C illustrate three distinct levels out of the acquired 3D image data. Please note
that the TLA runs along the horizontal from the le% to the right in each panel. A: level on which the cell boundaries
(indicated by the arrows) are clearly visible. B: one of several levels on which the basal body orientation was measured
(the arrows point to the tips of two basal feet). C: one of several levels onwhich the axonemal orientationwasmeasured.
"e orange arrow points to a clearly visible axonemal cross-section. Note the presence of microvilli (blue arrow), which
indicates the proximity to the apical cell surface.

2.1.4. Determining Ciliary Orientation

Axonemal Orientation (AO)170

"e ciliary beating plane is commonly assumed to be orthogonal to the line connecting
the central microtubule pair. More speci'cally, the ciliary e!ective stroke is then assumed
to point from the microtubular doublet 1 towards the gap between the microtubular doublets
5 and 6 (Fig.3A). "is direction with respect to the tracheal long axis was determined from
three coordinates: two labelling the central microtubule pair (point ‘a’ and ‘b’ in Fig.3B) and a

A B C

D

Figure 3: "e panels A-D illustrate the measuring of the axonemal orientation. A: Transmission electron micrograph
illustrating the presumed direction of the ciliary e!ective stroke as being perpendicular to the line connecting the
central pair and pointing from peripheral doublet 1 towards the gap between peripheral doublets 5 and 6. "e panels
B-D show SBFSEM images. B: three points a,b and c labelling the coordinates of the central pair and the gap between
peripheral doublets 5 and 6, respectively. C: line M connects the two central microtubules. "e axonemal orientation is
then indicated by the arrow N. D: Finally,Θ represents an unambiguous observable for the axonemal orientation with
respect to the TLA, which coincides with the dashed vertical arrow V pointing towards the larynx.

175

third labelling the gap between the microtubule doublets 5 and 6 (point ‘c’ in Fig.3B). Finally,
the axonemal orientation (AO) with respect to the TLA was de'ned as the angle ‘Θ’, which
is enclosed by the arrow ‘N’, which is perpendicular to the line ‘M’ connecting the central
microtubule pair, and the vertical arrow ‘V’ being parallel to the TLA and pointing towards the
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larynx (Fig.3D).180

We found a considerable axonemal twist along the ciliary long axis (see Fig.S1 in the sup-
plemental material). Its e!ect on our orientational measurements was minimized by pursuing
each single cilium along its longitudinal axis (z-axis), in order to determine the axonemal- as
well as the basal body orientation as close as possible to the apical cell surface.

Basal Body Orientation (BBO)185

A

B

45◦

90◦

135◦-135◦

-90◦

-45◦

Larynx

Tracheal Bifurcation
±180◦

0◦

Figure 4: A: "e basal body orientation was unambigu-
ously de'ned by the basal foot orientation, which was
measured by the angular observable ω enclosed by the ar-
row ‘P’ and the dashed arrow ‘V’. "e arrow ‘P’ points
from the center of the basal body to the tip of the basal
foot and the dashed arrow ‘V’ coincides with the long axis
of the trachea and points into laryngeal direction. B: the
axonemal orientation as well as the basal body orientation
were measured in terms of the angular deviation from the
tracheal long axis pointing towards the larynx (vertical ar-
row).

Due to the lack of a quantitative study
proving the equivalence of the two orienta-
tional observables, we decided to measure the
orientation of each cilium two-fold (whenever
possible), by means of the AO as well as of the190

BBO."e orientation of the basal foot with re-
spect to the TLAwas determined from two co-
ordinates: the 'rst indicating the center of the
basal body and the second indicating the tip
of the basal foot appendage. As illustrated in195

Fig.4, the angle ω, which is enclosed by the ar-
row ‘P’ (pointing from the center of the basal
body towards the tip of the basal foot) and the
vertical arrow ’V’, represents an unambiguous
observable for the basal body orientation.200

Finally, the axonemal orientation (Θ) as
well as the basal body orientation (ω) were re-
ported in terms of the angular deviation from
the TLA pointing towards the larynx, accord-
ing to the convention illustrated in Fig.4B.205

2.2. Functional Analysis

"e functional data was derived from previous experimental work on bovine tracheal ex-
plants [39]. "e experimental procedure as well as the sophisticated data processing algorithms
were previously described in [40] with additional technical information in [39]. "erefore, the
principles are only brie$y outlined in the following.210

2.2.1. Experimental Procedure and Imaging Setup

Fourteen fresh tracheas were obtained from the local slaughterhouse. In order to keep track
of their gross anatomical orientation, the tracheas were removed together with the larynx. "e
tracheas were transported in cooling boxes at temperatures around 8-10◦C. Upon arrival at
the lab, they were kept in the refrigerator until the measurements were performed (within215

approximately 2 hours a%er the slaughter). Tracheal pieces of sizes between 2×2 cm2 and
5×5 cm2 were excised from the trachea and mounted in a customized sample holder, which
was then adequately oriented and aligned on the microscope stage. "e microscope stage was
equipped with an in-house constructed climate chamber, which allowed to take measurements
at controlled environmental conditions. "e temperature and air moisture were kept constant220

and set to 30◦C and beyond 90% relative humidity, respectively. "e experimental setup is
built around an upright microscope (Nikon Eclipse E600FN, Kanagawa, Japan). "e imaging
and observation of mucociliary activity relied on an enhanced re$ection contrast technique.
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Figure 5: Snapshot of video S3
showing the wave-like mucus mod-
ulations caused by the underly-
ing metachronally coordinated cil-
iary activity.

"e contrast is mainly generated by sca#ering tracer particles –
applied lightweight dry pu! ball spores (from calvatia excipuli-225

formis) with a diameter of 3.5µm – and the specular re$ection
at the air-mucus interface, which is exposed to dynamics gen-
erated by the underlying collectively coordinated mucociliary
motion. "e contrast was adjusted by inserting an appropri-
ate aperture diaphragm in the back focal plane of the objective.230

"is re$ectometric approach provided adequate contrast while
avoiding the direction artifacts associated with the traditional
di!erential interference contrast (DIC). Recordings were taken
with the digital CCD camera Dalsa CA-D6 at an image depth
of 12 bits and a frame rate of 500 Hertz. Finally, an area of ap-235

proximately 560×560µm2 was captured using a 10×-objective
(Nikon Plan Fluor, NA 0.3, WD 16mm). Two typical image se-
quences, which we recorded according to the above-described
procedure, are provided in the supplementary material (video
S3 and video S4). Fig.5 represents a snapshot of video S3 showing the collectively coordinated240

wave-like ciliary beating pa#erns and the associated $uid $ow, which becomes visible by the
movement of light-sca#ering tracers.

2.3. Characterization of Observed Wave Fields and Mucociliary Transport

In order to quantitatively characterize the observed mucociliary wave 'elds, commonly re-245

ferred to as metachronal waves, we used sophisticated image processing methods, which were
presented in great detail in [40] and subsequently used for the analysis of mucociliary phe-
nomena on explants of the bovine fallopian tubes [41], as well as for the investigation of the
mucociliary clearance on tracheal explants of diseased snakes [42]. "e transport velocity was
measured by tracking applied tracer particles. On each captured image sequence, several par-250

ticles were tracked. "e mean particle velocity (measured in [µm/s]) provides an adequate
estimate for the $ow velocity, which we denote as ~vflow in the following. "e wave propa-
gation velocity was determined two-fold: 1) by the exploration of the space-time correlations
contained in each image sequence and 2) by decomposing the image sequences as a synthesis
of harmonic plane waves. "e 'rst method delivers an estimate for the mean propagation of the255

captured surface wavelets (~vwave), by pursuing the temporal displacement of the mean dynamic
structure. "is was done by determining the shi%ing velocity of the peak in spatio-temporal
cross-correlograms. "e second method is based on the generation of the spatial power spectral

density, i.e. the distribution of the wave vectors (~k), from which we determined the mean wave

vector propagating into the pharyngeal direction 〈~kf 〉 and the mean wave vector propagating260

into the opposite direction 〈~kb〉.

2.4. Data Analysis

2.4.1. Directional/Circular Statistics

Circular statistics represent a sub'eld of statistics dealing with data distributed on angular265

or circular scales. Since angles play a key role herein, it is important to note that angles are
distributed on a circular scale and, thus, the designation of zero, as well as of low and high
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values, is arbitrary [43]. As a consequence, statistical measures designed for data, which are
distributed on a linear scale, can principally not be applied to data distributed on a circular
scale.270

Circular Mean Value

In order to calculate the circular mean 〈γ〉c of a set ofN angles: (γ1, γ2, ..., γN ), each angle

γq was 'rst transformed into the unit vector ~Rq = (cos γq, sin γq). "e mean resultant vector

〈~R〉 is then given as [43]:

〈~R〉 =
1

N

N∑

q=1

~Rq = (〈cos γ〉, 〈sin γ〉) . (1)

"e direction 〈γ〉c of the mean resultant vector 〈~R〉, 'nally represents the mean direction:275

〈γ〉c = arctan 2 (〈sin γ〉, 〈cos γ〉) , (2)

where arctan2(x) denotes the 2-argument arctangent function, which is commonly used to cal-
culate the unique inverse of the tangent, as it takes care of the necessary quadrant correction.
Note that in Eq.(1) and Eq.(2), as well as in the following, linear averaging is denoted by 〈...〉,
whereas circular averaging is denoted by 〈...〉c.

Circular Standard Deviation280

"e circular analogue to the ’linear’ standard deviation can be derived from the length of

the mean resultant vector R = ||〈~R〉||, which lies within the interval [0, 1] and represents a
measure for circular spread: the narrower the sample {γq}q∈{0,1,...,N} is distributed around
its mean direction, the closer R is to 1. As the variance is a measure for spread of values in a
dataset, the circular variance Vc can be de'ned according to [43]: Vc = 1 − R . "e circular285

standard deviation Sc is commonly de'ned as [43]:

Sc =
√
−2 ln(R) , (3)

and corresponds to the standard deviation of the wrapped normal distribution.

2.4.2. Multi-scale Analysis: Scale-speci"c Sampling Corrected Means & Standard Errors

Our sampling (recall Fig.1) basically involves 've levels, or scales, of interest, which we290

refer to by the indices i, j, k, l and m as follows:

• i : the animal / gross anatomical scale (≈ 10−2 m)

• j : the block sample (≈ 10−4 m)

• k : the 'eld of view (≈ 10−5 m)

• l : the single cell level (≈ 10−6 m)295

• m : the (cross-sectional) single cilium level (≈ 10−7 m)

As the TLA represents the reference line with respect to which the ciliary orientation was
measured, we needed to take its limited scale-speci'c accuracy (recall Sec.2.1.2) into account in
order to receive appropriate estimates for the mean directions and their standard errors on each
scale. "ese sampling-corrected estimates allowed to determine the mean ciliary orientation as300
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well as to infer statistical signi'cance with respect to the di!erence between sampling corrected
means on each scale. Sampling corrected mean values will be indicated by an overtilde in the
following.

"e mean ciliary orientation within the 'eld of view, speci'ed by the triple ijk, is given

by the direction of the mean resultant vector, denoted by 〈~Rijk〉, which represents the average305

overall ciliary orientations collected within the FOV ijk. "e standard error SEijk provides
a simple statistical estimate for the precision of the FOV-speci'c mean, and was determined

according to: SEijk =
√

(Sc)ijk
2
/nijk , where (Sc)ijk and nijk denote the circular standard

deviation and the number of observations determined within the FOV ijk, respectively.

On the level of the block sample ij, the sampling corrected mean resultant vector
˜
〈~Rij〉 and

its standard error SEij were calculated as:

˜
〈~Rij〉 =

(∑

k

SEijk
−1

)−1 ∑

k

SEijk
−1 〈~Rijk〉 (4a)

SEij =

√
1

2

∑

k

SEijk
2 + ǫ32 . (4b)

On the animal level, the sampling corrected mean 〈̃~Ri〉 and its standard error SEi were calcu-
lated according to:

〈̃~Ri〉 =
(∑

j

SEij
−1

)−1 ∑

j

SEij
−1 ˜〈~Rij〉 (5a)

SEi =

√
1

2

∑

j

SEij
2 + ǫ22 + ǫ12 . (5b)

"e sampling corrected mean over all four animals 〈̃~R〉 'nally provides the best estimate for

the overall mean direction with reference to the tracheal long axis. "e overall mean 〈̃~R〉 and
its standard error SE were computed according to:

〈̃~R〉 =
(∑

i

SEi
−1

)−1 ∑

i

SEi
−1〈̃~Ri〉 (6a)

SE =

√
1

4

∑

i

SEi
2 . (6b)

Eqs.(1-6) were used to compute the sampling corrected mean AO and the sampling corrected310

mean BBO, separately, both with reference to the TLA.

2.4.3. Searching for Spatial Pa!erns in Ciliary Orientation

In consideration of Tobler’s 'rst law of geography [44]: ‘everything is related to everything

else, but near things are more related than distant things’, we used geostatistical methods in
order to discover and characterize any possible spatial pa#ern in the present set of spatially315

irregularly distributed orientational data.
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Radial Variogram

In order to measure spatial similarity, or rather dissimilarity in our case, we made use of the
so-called empirical madogram, which is a 'rst order version of the empirical variogram [45, 46].
We used a radial (one-dimensional) version, denoted in the following as 〈|∆α|〉(r± δr), which320

provides a measure of how much the orientation of two cilia (αp and αq) separated by a certain
distance deviate from each other and which is de'ned as:

〈|∆α|〉(r ± δr) =
1

N(r ± δr)

∑

p,q∈N(r±δr)

|αp(~rp)− αq(~rq)| . (7)

To put it simply, 〈|∆α|〉(r ± δr) denotes the average angular deviation between pairs of cilia
located at ~rp, ~rq , which fall into a certain distance class r

′±δr , i.e. r
′−δr ≤ ||~rp−~rq|| ≤ r′+δr .

N(r ± δr) denotes the number of all pairs of cilia located in respective distance classes. In325

practice, 〈|∆α|〉(r ± δr) is constructed as follows: for N cilia all
(
N
2

)
possible pairs are built

and subsequently, the associated distances as well as the angular deviations are determined.
A%er choosing a certain distance class width (2δ), the average absolute angular deviation in
each distance class is calculated. Note that the distance between two cilia located at ~rp =
(xp, yp, zp) and ~rq = (xq, yq, zq), were calculated such that it approximately represents the330

geodesic distance along the convexly curved cellular surface.

Directional Variogram

Besides the radial variogram de'ned in Eq.(7), we used a directional, or two-dimensional,
unsigned variogram version, which was computed according to:

〈|∆α|〉(∆x± δx,∆y ± δy) =
1

N(∆x± δx,∆y ± δy)

∑

p,q∈N(∆x±δx,∆y±δy)

|αp(~rp)− αq(~rq)| .

(8)
"e directional variogram was applied in its unsigned version, according to Eq.(8), as well as335

in its signed version, i.e. 〈∆α〉c(∆x ± δx,∆y ± δy). "e horizontal and vertical distances
between two cilia located at ~rp and ~rq , i.e. ∆xpq and∆ypq , were determined a%er geodesically
projecting the coordinates of the respective cilia. In simple terms, the three-dimensional curved
cellular surface was $a#ened by an approximate geodesic mapping on a two-dimensional plane.
Subsequently, the spacing between the projected coordinates, denoted by ∆x and ∆y, were340

determined.
Fig.6 illustrates the basic idea of the above introduced algorithms for the detection of spatial

pa#erns in ciliary orientation. Note that the signed variogram has been omi#ed on purpose, as
signed variograms are not suited to detect repeating pa#erns, whereas they serve well, in order
to detect (non-periodic) spatial trends in the observable of interest.345

3. Results

3.1. Ciliary Orientation with Respect to the Tracheal Long Axis

Overall, ciliary orientation was determined on roughly 3’000 cilia collected from 72 cells.
Whenever possible, both observables, i.e. axonemal orientation (AO) and basal body orientation
(BBO), were always taken on one and the same cilium. However, their simultaneous measure-350

ment was only feasible on roughly 750 cilia, and, consequently, only either the AO or the BBO
could be determined on the roughly remaining 2’250 cilia. An overview of all determined an-
gular values for the basal body orientation (n = 1661) and the axonemal orientation (n = 1998),
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Figure 6: A: synthetically generated set of orientational data following a plane wave, i.e. α(x, y) = π/4·cos(2πx/λx)
with λx=10. B: Numerically determined radial variogram (according to Eq.(7)) of the orientational data set displayed
in panel A. C: Unsigned two-dimensional variogram (according to Eq.(8)) of the orientational data shown in panel A.
It can easily be seen that both variograms detect the underlying pa#ern and reveal the correct wavelength.

Table 1: Overview of the measured axonemal orientations (Θ). Each cell contains the circular mean and the circular
standard deviation (values are listed in [◦]) within the indicated group (rows from top to bo#om: overall, per animal,
per block sample and per 'eld of view).

Axonemal Orientation Θ[◦]

Overall (n=1998)

19.4 ± 23.2

Animal 1 (n=386) Animal 2 (n=370) Animal 3 (n=670) Animal 4 (n=572)

24.9± 18.0 41.1± 25.9 9.6± 21.6 14.0± 15.5

CT (n=133) LA (n=253) CT (n=127) LA (n=243) CT (n=407) LA (n=263) CT (n=255) LA (n=317)

Block 25.2± 22.7 24.8± 15.1 60.3± 34.1 32.7± 13.5 11.3± 16.5 6.6± 27.6 11.1± 15.6 16.3± 15.1

FOV1 29.5± 14.7 29.9± 15.1 73.3± 26.7 34.0± 11.7 13.6± 17.2 5.3± 22.7 19.9± 10.2 14.7± 15.5

FOV2 17.9± 30.1 20.6± 13.7 41.1± 34.5 30.8± 15.6 9.0± 15.5 8.8± 33.7 3.0± 15.4 17.1± 14.8

Table 2: Overview of the measured basal body orientations (ω). Each cell contains the circular mean and the circular
standard deviation (values are listed in [◦]) within the indicated group (rows from top to bo#om: overall, per animal,
per block sample and per 'eld of view).

Basal Body Orientation ω[◦]

Overall (n=1661)

6.4± 24.9

Animal 1 (n=523) Animal 2 (n=591) Animal 3 (n=395) Animal 4 (n=152)

7.1± 21.5 21.4± 22.3 −12.6± 19.9 −3.9± 15.9

CT (n=204) LA (n=319) CT (n=231) LA (n=360) CT (n=219) LA (n=176) CT (n=68) LA (n=84)

Block 9.7± 26.0 5.6± 18.1 25.8± 29.9 18.8± 15.5 −5.6± 17.7 −21.5± 19.0 −6.9± 14.9 −1.6± 16.3

FOV1 11.4± 27.5 13.7± 15.7 34.8± 26.5 21.9± 13.3 −4.6± 16.8 −25.2± 14.6 0.0± 12.4 ND

FOV2 6.8± 22.8 −2.2± 16.7 10.3± 28.9 15.7± 16.9 −6.4± 18.4 −17.5± 22.1 −12.6± 14.4 −1.6± 16.3

is provided in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. "e data was divided into four groups, which
correspond to the four stages of the sample preparation (see Fig. 1). Consequently, Table 1 and355

Table 2, which list the values for the circular mean and standard deviation within each group,
are organized as follows: the values derived from the same "eld of view, i.e. from the same
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image stack, are listed in the bo#om row (row 4) 1. For the next higher level (row 3), the values
derived from the same block, originating either from CT or LA, were summarized. "e angles
derived from the two blocks, which correspond to the same animal were summarized in row 2.360

Finally, the top row (row 1) corresponds to the largest group of data, for which all the values
derived from all four animals (=̂ 8 blocks and 16 'elds of view) were combined.

3.2. Multi-scale Analysis of Ciliary Orientation

3.2.1. Single Cilium Level

A pressing question was to determine the mean AO and the mean BBO, both with respect365

to the TLA, as well as to 'nd an adequate statistical estimate for their mean di!erence, in order
to check for their orientational equivalence.

When pooling all the values measured for AO and BBO together, and weighting each cilium
equally, we 'nd the mean axonemal orientation to be 〈Θ〉c = 19.4

◦ and the mean basal body
orientation to be 〈ω〉c = 6.4

◦. However, as we determined the AO as well as the BBO with370

reference to the preserved tissue axis, which is subject to small $uctuations itself (recall Sec.
2.1.2), it was necessary to correct for the sampling process (recall Fig. 1) according to Eqs.(4-
6). Taking the sampling process into account, we found a sampling-corrected mean basal body

orientation of 〈̃ω〉c = 2.8
◦, whereas the sampling corrected mean axonemal orientation amounts

to 〈̃Θ〉c = 21.8
◦, both having a standard error of 5.6◦.375

Based on the found sampling-corrected estimates for the mean AO and the mean BBO, it
becomes evident that the mean AO and the mean BBO are di!erent. As the di!erence between
the axonemal and the basal body orientation represents a relative (directional) observable, it
is not a!ected by the limited accuracy of the TLA, and can thus be determined much more
precisely. "e mean di!erence between the axonemal- and the basal body orientation and its
standard error were determined as follows. Each FOV ijk delivers an estimate for the di!erence
between the mean AO and the mean BBO, which we denote as ∆ijk=(〈Θ〉c)ijk − (〈ω〉c)ijk .

A%er transforming each ∆ijk into the unit vector ~R∆ijk
= (cos(∆ijk), sin(∆ijk)), the mean

di!erence 〈∆〉c was determined by the direction of the SE-weighted mean resultant vector

〈~R∆〉:

〈~R∆〉 =
(∑

i,j,k

SE(∆ijk)
−1

)−1 ∑

i,j,k

SE(∆ijk)
−1 ~R∆ijk

, (9)

Figure 7: Frequency distribution of the di!er-
ence between the axonemal and basal body
orientation, as determined on the same cil-
ium.

where SE(∆ijk) denotes the standard error of the FOV-
speci'c AO-to-BBO di!erence, given as: SE (∆ijk) =√

Sc(Θ)ijk
2
/nijk + Sc(ω)ijk

2
/nijk . According to the

procedure introduced above we found the mean di!er-
ence between the axonemal and the basal body orienta-380

tion to amount to 19.4◦ with a standard error of 0.8◦.
A third, and possibly the most convincing estimate

for the di!erence between the axonemal and the basal
body orientation was derived by pooling all the AO- and
BBO values, which had both been determined on one and385

1 An illustration of the distribution of the measured angles ω (BBO) and Θ (AO) for each 'eld of view is provided
in the supplemental material (see Fig. S5 and Fig. S6).
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the same cilium, together. Fig. 7 displays the frequency distribution of the di!erence between
the AO and the BBO, as determined on the same cilium. Based on this data, we found a mean
AO-to-BBO di!erence of 18.5◦ with a standard error of 0.7◦.

3.2.2. Di#erences in Ciliary Orientation Between Neighboring Cells

In order to uncover whether the mean ciliary orientation varies between neighboring cells,390

we compared only cells from the same 'eld of view for which it was possible to determine a
minimum of 25 values, either for the AO or the BBO. In total, the di!erence between intracel-
lular means was analyzed in 35 and 17 pairs of cells for AO- and BBO inferred orientational
values, respectively.

A histogram of the absolute di!erences between intracellular means provides a 'rst rough395

idea of howmuch the intracellular mean directions disagree between neighboring cells, and has
therefore been provided in the supplementary material (see Fig. S2). It should be noted that the
absolute di!erence between intracellular means roughly follows a folded normal distribution.
"e median of the absolute di!erence between intracellular means was found to be 4.9◦ with
respect to AO- as well as BBO-inferred orientations. "e SE-weighted mean absolute di!erence400

between intracellular means was found to be 6.7◦ and 6.8◦ for AO- and BBO inferred values,
respectively.

In order to statistically test whether the mean ciliary orientation is conserved across neigh-
boring cells, we determined Welch’s t-intervals for the di!erence between intracellular means
with a signi'cance level of α=1% (see Fig. S3 in the supplementary material). We found that the405

intracellular mean orientation does not vary signi'cantly in-between three-fourths of neigh-
boring pairs of cells.

In order to complement the analysis of the e!ect of the cell boundaries on ciliary orienta-
tion, we furthermore compared the orientational deviation in between pairs of individual cilia
picked from the same cell to the orientational deviation in between pairs of individual cilia410

picked from distinct cells. A speci'cation of this descriptive approach is provided in Sec. S1
of the supplementary material. Based on this comparison, we found that, overall, the orienta-
tional deviations between pairs of individual cilia drawn from the same cell hardly di!er from
deviations between pairs of individual cilia drawn from distinct cells (see Fig.S4).

3.2.3. Di#erence in Mean Ciliary Orientation Between Fields of View415

In order to analyze whether and how much the mean ciliary orientation varies on the scale
of ≈10−4m, we separately analyzed for each animal and sample block the variation of the
di!erence between means of FOV1 and FOV2 in AO and BBO."e di!erence of means between
FOV1 and FOV2 was found to vary similarly in AO and BBO, and roughly ranges from 1 to 10
standard errors with about half the values being signi'cant at the 3σ-level based on z-scores420

(recall Sec.2.4.2). "e SE-weightedmean absolute di!erence of roughly 9◦ in AO and 10◦ in BBO,
as well as the median absolute di!erence of roughly 7◦ in AO and 8◦ in BBO both characterize
the extent of variation between the means of two associated 'elds of view.

3.2.4. Di#erence in Mean Ciliary Orientation Between Block Samples

In order to analyze whether and how much the mean ciliary orientation varies between425

block samples, i.e. on the centimeter scale, we performed z-tests in AO and BBO separately,
while taking into account the additional variation introduced by the alignment of the block
samples on the electron microscope stage (recall Sec.2.4.2 and Fig. 1). Six of eight di!erences in
means between blocks were found to be insigni'cant at the 2σ-level, whereas two di!erences
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in means (AO: animal 2, BBO: animal 3) were found to be signi'cant at the 3σ-level. "e SE-430

weighted mean absolute di!erence was found to roughly amount to 8◦ in AO as well as in BBO,
whereas, the median absolute di!erence between means amounts to 4◦ in AO and 5◦ in BBO.

3.2.5. Di#erences in Ciliary Orientation between Animals

Whether the mean ciliary orientation varies between animals was analyzed by determining
the z-scores for all six possible pairs of animals separately, for both AO and BBO, while taking435

into account the sampling correction. We found that only the sampling corrected mean ciliary
orientations (AO as well as BBO) of animal 2 signi'cantly di!ered at the 3σ-level from the
sampling corrected mean ciliary orientations of animal 3 as well as from animal 4, whereas, the
sampling corrected means did not di!er signi'cantly between animal 1, animal 3 and animal 4.

3.3. Mucociliary Function440

"e following functional observables were determined on 56 image stacks, which were col-
lected from 14 bovine tracheas (1-7 'elds of view were recorded on each trachea). Each image
stack contains a large amount of information about the spatio-temporally coordinated mucocil-
iary activity (an example is provided in the supplementary material, see movie S1), which we
quanti'ed by using previously published sophisticated image processing techniques (see [40]).445

"eciliary beating frequency (CBF) ranged from 6.2Hz to 15.6Hzwith a sampling-corrected
mean of 11.9Hz 2. "emucociliary transport speed ranged from 11.6µm/s to 166.8µm/swith
a sampling-corrected mean of 68.2µm/s. "e mucociliary wavelets, which are commonly re-
ferred to as metachronal waves and exhibit a restricted coherence in space and time, were found
to propagate at speeds ranging from 121.4µm/s to 1245.3µm/s with a sampling-corrected450

mean of 356.8µm/s. "e (mean) wavelength was found to measure from 33.8µm to 85.4µm
with a sampling-corrected mean of 58.5µm.

More relevant in this context, are the mucociliary transport direction as well as the wave
propagation direction. Fig. 8 illustrates the distribution of the determined transport and wave
propagation velocities. "e sampling-corrected circular mean direction of mucociliary trans-455

port as well as of the wave propagation directions were found to be o!-axis. "e sampling-
corrected mean transport direction was found to be 16.1◦ in relation to the TLA with a stan-
dard error (SE) of 5.4◦. "e sampling corrected mean propagation direction of the mean wave
was found to be 11.7◦ (SE= 6.8◦), and 'nally, the sampling corrected mean wave propagation
direction of the pharyngeal directed harmonic plane waves was found to be 16.7◦ (SE = 6.3◦).460

3.4. Spatial Correlations in Ciliary Orientation

"e so-called empirical variograms introduced in Eq.(7) and Eq.(8) are based on pairwise
comparisons in ciliary orientation with respect to the relative spatial positions of cilia. "e
(unsigned) radial variogram, the unsigned and the signed two-dimensional variogram were
constructed from all possible pairs of cilia drawn from: 1) the same 'eld of view (FOV), 2)465

distinct neighboring cells and 3) the same cell. Accordingly, we computed for each FOV: 1)
an intra-FOV variogram, 2) an intercellular variogram and 3) an intracellular variogram with
respect to both axonemal and basal body orientations. "e examination of the so generated
numerous variograms, of which a representative collection is presented in Fig.9, revealed the
following ubiquitous regularities across di!erent samples.470

2"e sampling correction for functional measurements followed the principles outlined in Sec.2.4.2.
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Figure 8: A: mean tracer transport velocities representing the mucociliary $ow velocities (~vflow). B: distribution of
the propagation velocity of the mean wave (~vwave). C: mean wave vectors representing the mean harmonic plane
wave propagating into the pharyngeal direction (black vectors) and the mean harmonic plane wave propagating into
the opposite direction (gray vectors).

Each line chart in Fig.9 displays the respective intra-FOV- (solid black curve), intercellular-
(dashed black curve) and intracellular radial variogram (solid gray curve). Owing to its con-
struction, the intra-FOV is guided by the intracellular radial variogram at shorter interciliary
distances, whereas it is guided by the intercellular radial variogram at interciliary distances
above about 4µm. Overall, the intercellular radial variograms display only li#le variation with475

no noticeable pa#erns and, thus, indicate no speci'c spatial dependency in ciliary orientation
between neighboring cells. "e intra-FOV variograms consistently display an initial increase
in orientational dissimilarity with increasing interciliary distance, whereas an intercellularly
guided de-correlation can be observed at distances above the typical correlation length of about
4-6µm. "e increase at shorter interciliary distances is dominated by the intracellular radial var-480

iogram, which revealed a distinct intracellular spatial pa#ern in ciliary orientation. As can be
seen in Fig.9, the intracellular radial variograms typically exhibit an increase in orientational
discrepancy from roughly 10-15◦ to 25-30◦ – meaning that within cells, closely aligned cilia
are more similarly oriented than further distanced cilia. A remarkable and unexpected 'nding
is that intracellular cilia pairs being separated by more than about 4µm are considerably less485

similarly oriented than intercellular cilia pairs separated by the same distance.
"e two-dimensional variograms provide directional information of pairwise orientational

deviations. "e colormaps provided in Fig.9 display four unsigned two-dimensional intra-FOV
variograms and four signed two-dimensional intracellular variograms. As can be seen, the
generated FOV-wide two-dimensional variograms generally do not show any distinct pa#erns490

across the available 'elds of view. Sample A4LA2 however represents an exception, as it sug-
gests a wave-like morphological pa#ern across cells.

As indicated by the arrows in Fig.9, the signed intracellular variograms show evidence of an
intracellular gradient in ciliary orientation. "is fundamentally means that ciliary orientation
is subject to a systematic gradual shi% in a clockwise direction from right to le% in a transverse495

plane (view on the epithelium of the ventral tracheal wall). In order to prove that this intra-
cellular orientational gradient can not be caused by outliers, we used Moran’s I, which can be
transformed to z-scores (e.g. [45, 46]), to statistically test whether the deviation in ciliary ori-
entation between pairs of cilia systematically depends on the direction of their relative spatial
dislocation. "e application of Moran’s I to the set of orientational di!erences between pairs500

of cilia from the same cell, i.e. ∆αpq (∆xpq,∆ypq), delivered highly signi'cant p-values. "is
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Figure 9: "e line charts display the radial variograms (solid black: intra-FOV, solid gray: intracellular, dashed black:
intercellular). "e unsigned directional (intra-)FOV variograms are shown in the middle panel. Right panels: signed
directional intracellular variograms. "e arrows indicate the direction of the detected spatial gradient in ciliary orien-
tation within cells.

con'rms a systematic intracellular gradual shi% in cilia orientation, which we found ubiqui-
tously in all the cells. Furthermore, in approximately 90% of the cells, for which we were able
to measure at least 30 values for the AO or the BBO, ciliary orientation gradually shi%ed in a
clockwise direction 3 when seen from right to le% in a transverse plane.505

4. Summary of Results

"is study has shown that the tip of the basal foot and the arrow drawn perpendicularly

to the central pair orientation encloses an angle of 〈̃ω〉c = 3
◦ (SE = 6◦) and 〈̃Θ〉c = 22

◦ (SE = 6◦)

3 "e calculation of the direction of intracellular gradients in ciliary orientation relied on a weighted average to
determine the mean direction of clockwise de$ections between pairs of cilia. "e direction of the intracellular gradient
indicated by the arrows in Fig.9 were computed accordingly.
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with the tracheal long axis (TLA) pointing towards the larynx, respectively 4. "erefore, it is
highly likely that the mean BBO is aligned with the TLA, whereas the mean AO di!ers with510

a high signi'cance from the TLA as well as from the mean BBO. "e di!erence between the
two highly signi'cant distinct orientational observables is not a!ected by the limited accuracy
of the TLA and was found to be 19◦ (SE = 1◦). "is new structural information is depicted in
Fig. 10, which shows the mean orientation of the basal body as well as of the axoneme, both
measured with respect to the TLA.515

TLA

BBO

AO

Figure 10: Schematic of
the mean cross-sectional
ciliary orientation as seen
in top view projection.
"e dark gray and red ar-
row indicates the mean
BBO and themean AO, re-
spectively.

"e analysis of the di!erences in mean ciliary orientation between
neighboring cells revealed the following. For AO- as well as BBO-
inferred orientations a median absolute di!erence between intracellu-
lar means of 5◦ was found. Furthermore, about a fourth of the con-
structed 99%-con'dence intervals for the di!erence between intracel-520

lular means of neighboring cells revealed a signi'cant result. "e inter-
pretation of the partially signi'cant di!erences between intracellular
means was challenging. "e sample size, i.e. the number of orienta-
tional values we were able to determine per cell, varied between n = 25
and n = 84. Highly signi'cant di!erences between means correspond to525

pairs of cells comprising at least one cell for which only a low number of
values was available. On the other hand, the intracellular mean orien-
tation hardly varied between pairs of cells for which a larger set of ori-
entations could be measured, even though statistical power grows with
an increasing sample size. "is apparent contradiction gets resolved by530

the fact that our sampling was not random, but was biased by spatially
non-isotropically distributed data being subject to spatial correlations,
which manifest as an intracellular gradual shi% in ciliary orientation.
"erefore, we can conclude that our analysis of the di!erences between

the mean ciliary orientation of neighboring cells revealed that the mean ciliary orientation is535

(approximately) conserved across neighboring cells in the bovine trachea.

Figure 11: While the intracellular mean ciliary orien-
tation is conserved across neighboring cells, the ori-
entation of cilia gradually shi%s in a transverse plane.

As shown in Sec.3.4, the intense search for
spatial pa#erns revealed an unexpected grad-
ual shi% in ciliary orientation within individual
cells. "is means that the ciliary orientation was540

found to systematically shi% in clockwise direc-
tion, when considered from right to le% in a trans-
verse plane. Together with the 'nding of the ap-
proximately conserved ciliary orientation across
neighboring cells, we can now concisely depict545

and propose a new concept of the ciliary align-
ment on the scale of a few adjacent cells (see
Fig.11).

In order to analyze whether and how themean
ciliary orientation varies on themulticellular scale550

(≈10−4m), the di!erences in mean ciliary orientation between corresponding 'elds of view
were analyzed. "ese di!erences were found to roughly amount to 8◦ (in AO as well as in BBO),

4 Recall that the tissue samples were derived from epithelial surfaces of the ventral part of the trachea for morpho-
logical as well as functional measurements.
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with about half the values being highly signi'cant. "e change in mean ciliary orientation be-
tween two corresponding 'elds of view was consequently found to be slightly larger than be-
tween neighboring cells, despite the increase in sample size. "e observed signi'cant changes555

in mean ciliary orientation between corresponding 'elds of view unlikely result from the dis-
covered spatial pa#ern within cells, as signi'cant changes particularly occur between 'elds of
view within which hardly any intercellular di!erences were found (compare with Fig.S3: the
changes in means between A1LA1 & A1LA2 as well as between A4CT1 & A4CT2 were found be
highly signi'cant). "erefore, we conclude that even if the changes in mean ciliary orientation560

between adjacent cells are negligible, our data indicates that ciliary orientation is subject to an
additional (even though rather small) variation on a higher scale.

Figure 12: "e mucus
$ow aswell as the prop-
agating wavelets, both
run along a le%-handed
helical trajectory in cra-
nial direction.

"e present set of data indicates that the mean ciliary orientation
hardly varies between block samples as well as between animals and
therefore, ciliary orientation is likely to be conserved on the centimeter565

scale.
Our functional data, together with previously developed image pro-

cessing techniques [40], allowed to quantitatively characterize the collec-
tive mucociliary motion in the bovine trachea. "e metachronal waves
were found to propagate at about 've times the speed of the achieved570

mucociliary transport. "e mean wave propagation direction was found
to correlate with the mean direction of mucociliary transport, which devi-
ates signi'cantly from the TLA and is directed towards 16◦ (SE = 5◦). "is
is a fundamental result per se, as this basically indicates that the transport
of mucus, as well as the propagating wavelets, both describe a le%-handed575

helical trajectory towards the pharynx, as depicted in Fig.12.

5. Discussion

Serial block face scanning electron microscopy was used to produce
three-dimensional image stacks from ciliated epithelium derived from the bovine trachea. "is
volume electron microscopic approach allowed a two-fold measurement of the ciliary orienta-580

tion, which was determined from cross sectional micrographs at di!erent levels in terms of the
axonemal orientation (AO) and the basal body orientation (BBO). "anks to the visibility of the
cell boundaries, a cellular a&liation was unequivocally assigned to every single cilium. "is
newly acquired structural information is presented together with functional observables, such
as the mucociliary transport direction and the wave propagation direction, which were pre-585

viously determined on bovine tracheal explants by using re$ection contrast microscopy [39].
"e structural as well as the functional observables were measured under preservation of the
laryngeal direction along the tracheal long axis (TLA). Taken together, the presented results
provide new morphofunctional information on the mucociliary transport system in the bovine
trachea, as will be discussed below.590

As summarized in the preceding section, our results reveal that the direction indicated by
the basal foot does not coincide with the axonemal orientation (recall Fig. 10). "is clearly dis-
proves the commonly accepted presumption that the e!ective stroke direction as well as the
direction of mucociliary transport can equivalently be inferred from the ciliary ultrastructure
by either the AO or the BBO. It is therefore interesting to relate these two structurally derived595

directional observables to the previously determined direction of mucociliary transport as well
as to the metachronal wave propagation direction. Our data provide evidence that both, the
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mucociliary transport as well as the propagating metachronal waves, run along a le%-handed
helical trajectory (Fig.12). Our group’s previous investigations of mucociliary transport on tra-
cheal explants of mammals and birds revealed a strong correlation between the direction of600

mucociliary transport and metachronal waves [39]. Furthermore, the mucociliary transport
was found to run along a le%-handed helical trajectory in all examined mammalian species,
whereas in avian species, the direction of transport and wave propagation did not di!er sig-
ni'cantly from the TLA. Birds were additionally found to exhibit roughly 've times higher
mucociliary transport speeds than mammals [39]. In mammalian tracheas, the C-shaped carti-605

lage rings are connected by a smooth muscle arranged in a complex spiral pa#ern around the
trachea and playing a functional role in regulating air$ow and allowing for cough clearance
[47]. In birds, however, the tracheas have full cartilage rings lacking smooth muscle and are
unable to contract. "us, the e!ectiveness of cough clearance is drastically reduced in birds.
"is provides a possible link between the faster and straightly directed mucociliary transport610

found in birds, when compared to mammals, and the underlying tissue architecture. We suspect
that altered rheological conditions play another critical role for the observed inter-species dif-
ferences. "e 'nding of a le%-handed helical mucociliary transport in the mammalian trachea
goes well with previous observations of the mucociliary transport direction in the trachea of
dogs [48], humans [49, 50], pigs and sheeps [51].615

Even though we expect the relation between the ciliary e!ective stroke direction and the
mucociliary transport direction to depend on the speci'c rheologic and geometric properties
of the mucociliary transport system under study, the cilia-generated $uid $ow is commonly
thought to roughly coincide with the ciliary e!ective stroke, and vice versa. "is correlation
has previously been corroborated by numerical modeling of self-organized mucociliary trans-620

port (e.g. [5, 52]). Considering the striking congruence between the axonemal orientation and
the mucociliary transport direction, it is likely that the axonemal orientation corresponds to the
e!ective stroke direction. "e generally accepted concept of the central pair ofmicrotubules and
the radial spokes con'ning the ciliary motion to its characteristic semi-planar beating pa#ern
provides a further indication for a tight relation of the AO to ciliary function. "is central-pair-625

associated functionality is usually illustrated by the observed circular ciliary motion pa#ern in
cilia lacking the central pair, such as in nodal cilia or in cilia a!ected by the so-called transpo-
sition defect representing a PCD variant (e.g. [9, 53]). On the other hand, it is known that the
basal foot interacts with the apical cytoskeleton (e.g. [27, 54–56]). In [27], it was speci'cally
shown that the orientation of the basal foot correlates with the positioning process of cilia.630

Furthermore, the basal body alignment was found to be disrupted in basal foot depleted (Odf2)
mutant mice, and as the basal body alignment was found to be correlated with its orientation,
it is probable that the interaction of the basal foot with the cytoskeletal network is crucial for
the positioning and orienting process of cilia. Accordingly, we presume that the BBO is more
tightly connected to the morphological development, whereas the AO is likely coupled to cil-635

iary function and may serve as a structural indicator for the e!ective stroke direction as well
as for the mucociliary transport direction.

It must be pointed out that we did not directly measure the direction of the ciliary e!ective
stroke – neither structurally nor functionally. Furthermore, it is important to realize that the
propagation direction of the metachronal wave does not necessarily have to be in line with the640

e!ective stroke direction. Both observables, the metachronal wave propagation direction and
the e!ective stroke direction, are commonly considered to dynamically result from elastohy-
drodynamic interactions between internally-driven cilia. "erefore, the reported mean propa-
gation direction of the metachronal wave, which is a collective phenomenon, can not be taken
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as an indicator for the mean e!ective stroke direction of individual cilia.645

In order to bring more clarity into the relation between the axonemal and the basal body
orientation, as well as into their meaning for mucociliary function, future simultaneous mea-
surements of the ciliary AO and the ciliary BBO, either in the trachea of other species, or,
in other tissues, are required. A#ractive model epithelia are found in the pig trachea, as the
mucociliary transport was found to be considerably more circumferential in this species than650

shown here [39, 51], as well as in the fallopian tube, for which we have recently shown that the
AO is exactly aligned along its longitudinal axis [41].

It is 'nally interesting to compare our 'ndings with the recently published comprehensive
work by Ramirez-San Juan and colleagues [57], who investigated the organisation of the basal
body orientation as well as the structure of the mucociliary $ow 'eld on the tracheal wall in655

transgenic mice. "eir morphological analysis revealed a considerable spread in ciliary orien-
tation, both between as well as within individual cells. By averaging the ciliary orientation
over individual cells, and computing the spatial correlation function thereof, they found that
the intracellular mean orientation is only aligned between immediately neighboring cells. "e
$ow structure was imaged by tracing $uorescent beads suspended in culture medium, and was660

found to be less ordered locally, but to be coherent on the tissue scale. Furthermore, they devel-
oped a hydrodynamical model to examine the e!ect of the spatial distribution of ciliated cells,
ciliary misalignment as well as of di!usivity on mucociliary clearance, and 'nally suggest that
these sources of disorder may enhance the e&cacy of the overall clearance.

Overall, the structural as well as the functional observations made in the murine trachea,665

and presented in [57], di!er in several aspects from the situation we met in the bovine tra-
chea. From Fig.1e in [57], it can be seen that, compared to our results considering intercel-
lular changes in ciliary orientation, the mean ciliary orientation shows a greater variability
between neighboring cells. Even though it is not mentioned in their manuscript, it can clearly
be seen that ciliary orientation is spatially correlated within cells in fundamentally the same670

manner as reported herein (compare Fig.11 to Fig.1e in [57]). "erefore, murine tracheal cilia
seem to be similarly aligned, as found here within epithelial cells of the bovine tracheal epithe-
lium, but, show considerably more variation between cells. "e la#er may primarily be due
to inter-species di!erences in the population density of ciliated cells. While it has previously
been shown that the ciliated cells cover only a fraction of the epithelial surface in the murine675

trachea, with a pronounced decrease in cartilage-supported areas [57–59], we encountered a
highly dense mat of ciliated cells (in cartilage-free as well as in cartilage-supported areas). We
consequently suspect that the previously observed misalignment of ciliated cells in the murine
tracheal epithelium mainly results from the underlying patchy topology generating a locally
disordered $ow 'eld, and vice versa.680

We are con'dent that the discovered gradual shi% in cilia orientation within individual cells
will stimulate future experimental as well as theoretical research aiming at the understanding of
its establishment and its meaning for mucociliary function. Considering its establishment, we
suspect a tight relation to planar cell polarity (PCP) proteins, whose asymmetrical localization
has recently been demonstrated [28, 29], as well as to interactions between PCP components685

and the actin- and microtubular cytoskeletal network of the apical cellular membrane [29–
31, 34, 35]. Recent experimental investigations on somatic cells of the colonial alga Volvox car-
teri have unequivocally demonstrated that physically separated $agellated cells coupled solely
through a $uid can achieve robust synchrony [60]. By varying the relative distance as well as
orientation between $agella, Brumley and colleagues studied the dependence of the hydrody-690

namical inter$agellar coupling and the resultant synchronization state on the relative $agellar
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alignment. "eir study therefore serves as a brilliant illustration of how the relative ciliary
alignment a!ects the hydrodynamical coupling and the resulting collectively coordinated cil-
iary beating pa#ern. "e intracellular gradual shi% in ciliary orientation demonstrated in this
study is thus expected to be an important determinant for the hydroelastic coupling between695

cilia, and therewith, the collective beating geometry and the resulting transport. Cilia being
de$ected by an underlying intracellular gradient move more closely together when perform-
ing their e!ective stroke. In view of the symplectic geometry of the collective ciliary beating
pa#ern, the orientational gradient within cells may serve as an additional mechanism enabling
cilia to reach higher torques to facilitate the transport of highly viscous mucus.700

6. Conclusions

In summary, this study connects structural and functional observables and reveals that out
of the axonemal and the basal body orientations only the axonemal orientation is aligned with
the mucociliary transport direction, which we both found to be aligned along a le%-handed
helical trajectory. "erefore, we suppose that the axonemal orientation indicates the e!ective705

stroke direction, as the la#er is thought to co-emerge with mucociliary transport. On the other
hand, the BBO was found to be parallel to the tracheal long axis. "e multi-scale analysis of
ciliary orientation revealed two scale-speci'c sources of orientational variation. While ciliary
orientation was found to neither change between neighboring cells nor on the centimeter scale,
our data indicates a change of a few degrees in mean ciliary orientation when regions separated710

by tens to hundreds of cells are considered. More excitingly, ciliary orientation was found to be
spatially correlated within individual cells and to exhibit a gradual shi% in a transverse plane.
Much of the above 'ndings likely depend on the prevalent geometric and rheological conditions,
such as the coverage fraction of ciliated cells and the rheological conditions, and therefore, on
the investigated species. However, the intracellular gradual shi% in ciliary orientation may715

represent a more universal phenomenon, and may, together with the symplectic geometry,
enable the transport of highly viscous mucus. "e mammalian tracheal mucociliary transport
system could thus have evolved towards a system being specialized for the transport of highly
viscous mucus, and, as o%en seen in nature, could represent a necessary compromise between
e&ciency and robustness.720
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Supplementary Materials880

• Supplementary document containing combined text and 'gures (Figure S1-S6).

• Video S1: illustrates our three-dimensional electron microscopic data obtained by sec-
tioning the sample blocks from the ciliary tips towards the ciliary rootlets. "e video
provides a cross-sectional round trip: from the tips towards the rootlets and back to the
tips of the cilia. Please note that our measurement of the axonemal as well as of the basal885

body orientation was done once for each cilium as close as possible to the apical cell sur-
face (at di!erent z-levels). Due to the bumpy cell surface, both orientational observables
were further determined on di!erent cross-sectional levels for di!erent cilia.

• Video S2: represents a close-up version of a region of interest taken from video S1.

• Video S3 & S4: represent two recordings taken by high-speed re$ection contrast mi-890

croscopy showing the transport of mucus-embedded tracer particles as well as the wave-
likemucusmodulations caused by the underlying collectively coordinated ciliary activity.
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Figure S1: "e graphs illustrate the variation of the axonemal orientation along the ciliary long axis (z-axis) with an
increasing distance to the basal body (∆z). "e values were derived from nine cilia, each from the same sample (A1LA2).
Top: three-dimensional graph illustrating the right-handed axonemal twist. Bo#om: ciliary orientation of cilium 1-9
shown in the top panel as a function of the distance to the basal foot (triangles, at∆z= 0, correspond to BBO-inferred
values and circles to AO-inferred values). "e grey line results from interpolating and slightly smoothing the data sets.
It can be seen that the axonemal orientation varies considerably along the ciliary long axis. "erefore, great care was
taken in order to measure the axonemal orientation as close as possible to the apical cell surface.
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S1. Additions to ’Di!erences in Ciliary Orientation Between Neighboring Cells’

Figure S2: "e histograms show the distribution of the
absolute di!erence between intracellular means in cilia
orientation for AO- and BBO inferred values. All values
correspond to pairs of cells from the same 'eld of view.
Only cells with more than 25 available orientational val-
ues were considered.

"e histograms shown in Fig.S2 provide an
overview of how much intracellular mean di-
rections deviate between neighboring cells.

In order to test whether pairs of cells905

share the same mean direction, we calculated
Welch’s t-intervals with a signi'cance level of
α = 1%. "e resulting con'dence intervals for
the di!erence between intracellular means are
illustrated in Fig.S3. "ese con'dence intervals910

re$ect an estimate for howmuch the di!erence
between intracellular mean values is expected
to vary, based on the collected data samples
and the assumption that the data was randomly
sampled from two populations having the same915

mean. Con'dence intervals not crossing the
red line indicate that the respective di!erences
between intracellular means signi'cantly dif-
fer from each other and, thus, provide the same information as signi'cant p-values (at α = 1%)
derived from independent two-sample t-tests with unequal variances.920

Figure S3: "e graph shows 99%-Welch’s t-con'dence intervals for the di!erence between intracellular means. Light
gray and dark gray intervals correspond to AO and BBO values, respectively. "e dots and triangles indicate the
di!erence between intracellular means in AO and BBO, respectively. "e x-tick labels specify which pair of cells are
being compared: for instance, the label ‘A1LA2C23’ denotes the di!erence of intracellular means between cell 2 and
cell 3 (‘C23’) determined on the second image stack, which was derived from ligamentum annulare (‘LA2’) from animal
1 (‘A1’).
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In order to complement the pairwise comparisons between intracellular means, we used a
global descriptive approach to analyse the impact of cell boundaries on ciliary orientation. "is
additional approach is based on the comparison of the orientational discrepancy in-between
pairs of cilia picked from the same cell with the discrepancy in-between pairs of cilia picked
from distinct cells.925

"erefore, two sets of angular deviations (in BBO and AO) within each possible pairwise
combination of cilia were constructed: 1) the set of angular deviations within each possible
intracellular combination of cilia pairs, which are referred to as IntraBBO and IntraAO,
and 2) the set of angular deviations within all possible combinations of intercellularly drawn
pairs of cilia, which are referred to as InterBBO and InterAO. "e construction of these
combinatorial sets is formally denoted in Eq.S1 and Eq.S2,

IntraBBO,AO =
{
|αBBO,AO

ij − αBBO,AO
kl | : i = k, j = 1, ..., Ni, l = 1, ..., Nk

}
, (S1)

InterBBO,AO =
{
|αBBO,AO

ij − αBBO,AO
kl | : i 6= k, j = 1, ..., Ni, l = 1, ..., Nk

}
, (S2)

where BBO,AO indicates that the sets were constructed with respect to both orientational
observables. "e indices i and k specify the cell and the indices j and l iterate over all cilia
of cell i and k, respectively. "e sets IntraBBO, IntraAO and InterBBO, InterAO were
constructed for each 'eld of view separately. "e boxplots shown in Fig.S4 illustrate the distri-
bution of intracellularly and intercellularly drawn pairs of cilia collected over all 'elds of view930

(> 5 · 105 values). "e boxplots indicate a slight tendency to larger deviations for pairs of cilia
drawn from distinct cells (for both orientational measures): the median deviation in IntraBBO
and InterBBO amounts to 15.2◦ and 15.8◦, respectively, and in IntraAO and InterAO to 13.8◦

and 15.4◦, respectively. Considering the bumpy apical cellular surface and that cilia drawn
from distinct cells are located considerably further apart than cilia drawn from the same cell,935

the overall directional similarity between intra- and intercellular deviations in CO indicates
that the mean CO does not change between neighboring cells.

Figure S4: Boxplots illustrating
the distribution of angular devi-
ations within pairs of cilia (from
the le% to the right): drawn from
the same cell in terms of the
BBO, drawn from di!erent cells
in terms of the BBO, drawn from
the same cell in terms of AO and
as well as from di!erent cells in
terms of AO. "e whiskers indi-
cate the range covered by 95%
of all data, outliers were sup-
pressed.
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LA

Animal 1

n = 157
γc = 13.7◦ ± 15.7◦

Animal 2

n = 179
γc = 21.9◦ ± 13.3◦

Animal 3

n = 86
γc = −17.5◦±22.1◦

Animal 4

LA

n = 162
γc = −2.2◦ ± 16.7◦

n = 181
γc = 15.7◦ ± 16.9◦

n = 90
γc = −25.2◦±14.6◦

n = 84
γc = −1.6◦ ± 16.3◦

CT

n = 129
γc = 11.4◦ ± 27.5◦

n = 145
γc = 34.8◦ ± 26.5◦

n = 118
γc = −6.4◦ ± 18.4◦

n = 37
γc = −12.6◦±14.4◦

CT

n = 75
γc = 6.8◦ ± 22.8◦

n = 86
γc = 10.3◦ ± 28.9◦

n = 101
γc = −4.6◦ ± 16.8◦

n = 31
γc = 0.0◦ ± 12.4◦

Figure S5: Each polar histogram (black curve) illustrates the distribution of the ciliary power stroke directions as
inferred from the basal body orientation in a 'eld of view. "e arrow indicates the circular mean direction. "e
histograms were created by using a bin width of 10◦.
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LA

Animal 1

n = 115
γc = 29.9◦ ± 15.1◦

Animal 2

n = 140
γc = 34.0◦ ± 11.7◦

Animal 3

n = 108
γc = 8.8◦ ± 33.7◦

Animal 4

n = 107
γc = 14.7◦ ± 15.5◦

LA

n = 138
γc = 20.6◦ ± 13.7◦

n = 103
γc = 30.8◦ ± 15.6◦

n = 155
γc = 5.3◦ ± 22.7◦

n = 210
γc = 17.1◦ ± 14.8◦

CT

n = 80
γc = 29.5◦ ± 14.7◦

n = 73
γc = 73.3◦ ± 26.7◦

n = 201
γc = 9.0◦ ± 15.5◦

n = 134
γc = 3.0◦ ± 15.4◦

CT

n = 53
γc = 17.9◦ ± 30.1◦

n = 54
γc = 41.1◦ ± 34.5◦

n = 206
γc = 13.6◦ ± 17.2◦

n = 121
γc = 19.9◦ ± 10.2◦

Figure S6: Each polar histogram (black curve) illustrates the distribution of the ciliary power stroke directions as in-
ferred from the axonemal orientation in a 'eld of view. "e arrow indicates the circular mean direction. "e histograms
were created by using a bin width of 10◦. 30
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